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Abstract— Living in 21st century, with technologies 

surrounding people lives has made life very much easier. 

Home automation using Raspberry pi is one of those 

technology which is not only easy to use but also available 

at low cost. It has become a necessity to control home 

appliances from desired location. Number of devices are 

available in the market that allow us to monitor our home 

using a central interface. This technology offers new and 

exciting opportunities to increase the connectivity of devices 

within the home for the purpose of home automation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last 30 years internet has evolved in different 

fields. These networks of connection will enhance and form 

absolutely altogether leading and effective grid for Internet 

of Things .The home intelligence system invokes local 

environment to reform condition of regular living with the 

arrangement of adaptable, robust, cozy and secure climate in 

daily life. 

In today’s world the crucial concern for humans is 

time management. In the highly occupied life sometimes a 

person forgets to switch off electrical appliances while 

leaving the building. In such scenario there is demand for 

automation of things to gain benefits. Enhance and form 

absolutely altogether leading and effective grid for Internet 

of Things [2] 

The research available into home automation in 

public domain lies predominantly in the academic arena, 

with little industrial research being available in open 

literature. Experts ha estimate that the IOT will further 

consist of almost 50 billion objects by 2020. Home 

Intelligence scheme serves huge exploration in research 

field by means of expanding modern technology in various 

areas of computing, manufacturing and construction.  

The values implied from the sensor, notifies the 

person to take an applicable operation on device state, 

whether to switch ON or OFF the appliance.[3] 

The concept of the “Internet of Things” is closely 

assocated with commercialization of Industrial or domestic 

automation.[6] 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Home automation has been developed at various levels like 

using bluetooth,but the usage of bluetooth leads to 

limitations like availability of range, it is not possible for the 

customer to access the device out of that range which is 

typically less than 10m up to 100m.This doesn’t provide the 

flexibility which is needed, the connection is weak. 

It has been observed that we operate devices 

through a remote like television, air-conditioner etc, but 

there is no such ease way to operate light from one place. 

The objective of our system is to overcome the 

above problem. The proposed idea will allow a user with 

any android enabled device to use a web browser and access 

a particular website, from there the user need to switch 

on/off the appliance (here we are working on light) that is Pi 

enabled. 

III. SCOPE OF PROJECT  

We have seen many projects under Home Automation, but 

its also seen that handling the system is also a big issue. 

Here in this project we are providing a simple interface to let 

people interact with home device i.e lights just by accessing 

the web browser. 

To lessen the complication of understanding the 

webpage, we have just create a page with simple 2 buttons 

that will lesson the complications to understand. 

Also providing whole system at very low cost. 

These objectives require a large amount of technology.  

IV. PROJECT MOTIVATION 

Home automation is a very vast concept. When we are 

talking about operating home appliances, we have a remote 

for television, air-conditioner etc. But we have not seen this 

concept for lights.  

The home automation of lights i.e. the turning 

off/on of lights through sensors, that is when a human being 

is present the light is automatically turned on and if no one 

is present it is turned off automatically. This type of system 

is very costly and are very complex in installing and 

handling too. 

So we decided to make something which is easy to 

use and provides a low cost too. 

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 
Fig. 1: 

Raspberry-pi which is use as an main processing unit is 

configured through python coding. It is only possible to use 

Raspberry-pi when there is less hardware involved in 

structure. It becomes easy to access device through internet 

by configuring Raspberry-pi which then connects to relay to 

which devices are connected. 

The system consists of following: 

 Accessing the webpage. 

 Input through buttons/voice. 
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The implementation of project is as follows: 

 First the connection between a configured 

Raspberry-pi and relay is established to male to 

male GPIO jumper wires. 

 When the connection is successful of both the red 

light of relay turns on. 

 Then using the male-female power connectors 

connect the light equipment with the relay. 

 By giving a command through a web browser turn 

the light on/off ,and also check if the green light on 

relay turns on. 

 We are going to develop an a Web page to control 

Home Automation. 

 Basically we will be working on Linux Operating 

System as it is very much secured than Windows. 

 Working of these can also be accessed by Windows 

Operating System. 

 
Fig. 2: 

VI. HARDWARE COMPONENTS AND SYSTEM 

A. Raspberry-Pi 

Raspberry-pi developed in United Kingdom is a single 

board computer which can run multiple program 

simultaneously. 

 
Fig. 3: 

B. Relay 

A relay is an electrically operated device. It is frequently 

used in automatic control circuit. It is use for switching high 

current and low current power level.  

 
Fig. 4: 

C. Male-Female power connectors 

The "female" connector is generally a receptacle that 

receives and holds the "male" connector. They are mainly 

called as Aand B  connectors though the names of some 

standards may conflict as they contain the letters A or B 

within the name. 

 
Fig. 4: 

VII. EXPECTED RESULTS  

 Providing an url to access the webpage through 

mobile/laptop anywhere by using internet. 

 
Fig. 5: 

 Turn the light on/off by just clicking on the provided 

buttons or voice command. 
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Fig. 6: 

 Easy to access user-interface just consisting of light on 

/off buttons to avoid complexity. 

 
Fig. 7: 

 Installation and handling the system is very easy. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Home automation requirements have reached its peak, 

because there is a possibility of mistakes a human can make 

like forget to switch off the home appliances, when there 

was no need. 

Hence concluding, it is possible to create a smart 

and effective system at low cost n low maintenance. The 

system which was discussed its architecture is well defined. 

Finally, this developed system provides the features which 

are needed. 

IX. FUTURE SCOPE 

The final product achieved has accomplished the possible 

needed objectives. These system is created using simple 

prototypes and in future there would be a need to improve 

this system more by taking it one step higher. Currently, 

Raspberry-pi is too large to fit in pre-existing electrical 

switch box  

Security can be provided in the future to make it 

more useful. 
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